ASSESSMENT TASK

Task Name: Breaking News!

Subject: Science/Humanities

Domain: Interdisciplinary

Year Level: 8

Statement of Inquiry: Natural systems and events impact environments and have consequences on communities

Global Context: Globalisation and sustainability

ATL Skills Focus: Communication Skills

Due Date: 27 March 2019

Task

Goal: Your goal is to demonstrate how natural systems and events impact environments and have consequences on communities

Role: You are a television news reporter

Audience: Television viewers aged 12 years and over

Situation: You and your team have been asked to report on a breaking news story about a natural disaster

Product: Your team will produce a video news report

Task specifics:
1. The video news report must be a minimum of 3 minutes long using iMovie
2. News teams consist of 3 members
3. Video news reports must contain: an explanatory introduction (when, what, where,), the cause, impact, recovery and prevention
4. Each group member will make an even contribution to the task
5. Each news report will be peer reviewed
6. Acknowledge each photo/image/map with the URL

Academic Honesty

Students are reminded that all work submitted must be their own and each use of the words, work or ideas of another person, whether written, oral or visual, (hard copy and/or electronic materials) must be acknowledged in the body of their work and the bibliography.

Please refer to the Rubric for this assessment task for information regarding assessment criteria and task specific clarification.